Challenges and opportunities of Standardizing specialized data on hematologic malignancies
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Background
OMOP has been the common data model of choice to standardize data in the context of the IMI-funded HARMONY Alliance, aiming to set up a pan-European, anonymized, Big Data repository of longitudinal data on hematologic malignancies provided by partners from both the public and private sector. Four data sources have been mapped so far, including The Cancer Genome Atlas TARGET-AML public clinical data. All four sources correspond to completed prospective trials conducted between 1995 and 2017, period spanning the publication of three updates of the European LeukemiaNET recommendations for diagnosis and management of acute myeloid leukemia in adults1 (ELN) and two versions of The World Health Organization Classification of myeloid neoplasms2 (WHO) although some of the sources still make use of the older and less restrictive French American British (FAB) classification (Figure 1).

Major challenges
Most of the disease-specific data is present in registries or trial case report forms (CRFs) using singular coding requiring manual mapping. The information collected largely resembles disease-focused guidelines pre-coordinating concepts that are seldom combined in other situations, especially remarkable in the area of cytogenetics. These guidelines also define outcome measures considering the most relevant events during the course of the disease and establish very unique prognostic scoring systems which might not entirely overlap with those defined for other conditions and are therefore not fully represented in the standardized vocabularies.

The fact that absence or negative entities are explicitly captured in the respective datasets contradicts model conventions widely accepted in regular clinical practice, as does the recording of entities at levels of detail matching classification concepts e.g. exposure to broad classes of drugs or history of grouping disease and causes of death. Apart from the coding and content of CRFs, the simultaneous analysis of multiple clinical trial data should consider the population biases introduced by inclusion and exclusion criteria, the representation of which in the mapping currently represents a challenge. Similarly, capturing adverse events at the moment would not naturally fit the key-value model in place for observations and measurements but require the use of fact relationships unifying the actual event with the grade, severity, whether it is expected or not and the drug that might have induced it (Figure 2).

Methods and results
To understand to which extent custom concepts had to be created, a comparison was performed between the standard and custom concepts used in the mappings by clinical area. Approximately half (50,8%) of the concepts present in the mapping logic were custom, mainly corresponding to information collected at the moment of diagnosis and being cytogenetics the major contributor to the need of custom concept creation, followed by targeted sequencing and survival representation (Figure 3).

Opportunities
Despite the hurdles, the analysis of data sources focused on hemat-oncology could result in opportunities for the community to
• continue growing and widening the scope of the CDM by serving as use cases for including new vocabularies as The Cancer Care: Treatment Outcomes Ontology (CCTOO)3 covering outcome measures or
• improving proposals such as those for genomics and clinical trials, considering incomplete NGS data and inclusion/exclusion criteria.

Given that the creation of custom concepts is almost unavoidable, the establishment of a unified procedure for taxonomy development and maintenance could greatly facilitate the mapping tasks in multi-site collaborative projects.
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